What people are saying about Cell Performance

“I’ve never been able to drink energy drinks, yet I love RedoxEnergy. It gave me sustained energy without a
crash. Refreshing taste.” – Loriann G
“For the last 11 years, I have drunk a Chinese herb tea to get me going in the mornings. With RedoxEnergy I
have finally found something better. Tastes great and I feel great…plus it’s half the price of my special tea!” Beth W
“RedoxEnergy replaced my afternoon ice coffee perfectly. Healthier and less calories. It gave me a subtle,
gentle lift without the nervous jitters.” – Donnellyn D
“I absolutely love RedoxEnergy. It has made a huge difference in my life. After a year of various operations, I
was struggling to get my energy back and found myself having to take a 1-2 hour nap every day. With
RedoxEnergy I don’t need the nap. I feel like my old self again.” – Paula L
“I went on a long bike ride after drinking RedoxEnergy. It felt like good, clean, long-lasting energy. I also
noticed the need for less bathroom breaks compared to other caffeinated products that I have used while
training.” – Marcia W
“I have searched out and tried countless “healthy” energy drinks over the years. RedoxEnergy is by far the best
I have tried. A nice, clean lift without any artificial colors or sweeteners. Super healthy.” – Alan N
“A lot of people like myself have been dealing with post covid fatigue. RedoxEnergy is a clean, subtle energy
that leaves you feeling wide awake and alert.” – Dr Maureen H

“RedoxMind kept my squirrel brain on task!” – Donnellyn D
“As a busy mom who also runs her own business, I feel my mind is in 50 different places at once. RedoxMind
has really allowed me to target in on one specific task for a longer period of time and execute it without
distraction.” – Alyssa F
“After five consecutive days of experiencing its benefits, it’s easy to say I absolutely love RedoxMind. While on
the golf course, I noticed a much greater ability to correctly evaluate any given situation, consider my shot
options, and then executing the shot without distractions, resulting in lower scores.” – John B

“For the last 5 days I have been drinking RedoxMind before tackling some lengthy computer work. I found
myself to be very focused and totally on point, staying on task …and I LOVE the taste!” – Pepper B
“Using RedoxMind as a workout drink in the gym has been amazing. In one week, between 6 workouts, I
achieved 20 Personal Bests in my weight training!” – Alan N
“I wake up at 3:15am ready to do almost 5 hours of live TV, which can be mentally exhausting. By 10am I have
a real slump. This is when I decided to try RedoxMind. I noticed my mind quickly waking up again. My thoughts
became clearer. I went back to do another hour of work and another 30 minutes of live TV, with no signs of
brain fog or mental exhaustion.” – Barbie B
“My husband has been experiencing short term memory loss for a couple of years. He had got to the point
where he couldn’t recall a 3-word test given 15-30 minutes before. After his first RedoxMind drink he
remembered the first word and knew the first letter of the other 2. On day 2 and 3 of drinking RedoxMind he
remembered all 3 words. I cried.” – Sherry M

“After drinking RedoxMood, my thoughts were very clear and focused. I felt great.” – Terry L
“Drinking RedoxMood before my Pilates class has helped me achieve some of the deepest stretching sessions I
have ever experienced.” – Tanya N
“Flying back to Europe and leaving my husband Mat in the States is always a very stressful and emotional time.
It can feel like the world is falling apart. I started drinking RedoxMood the day of my flight and I have to say… I
felt so chilled. Very casual, relaxed and in total control of my mood.” – Christina W
“I have struggled with social anxiety for all of my adult life, often leaving me with a racing heart, shortness of
breath and sometimes on the verge of tears. With RedoxMood I felt calm with a sense of bravery when faced
with situations that would normally trigger me. It is rare for me to speak to anyone by myself, yet on one of the
days I drank RedoxMood, I was able to start lots of conversations with total strangers.” – Ashley U
“There are times when you just get out of the wrong side of the bed. Like an intense PMS. It usually happens
when I have taken on way too much in the days before. I was having one of those days and when I drank
RedoxMood. It immediately took the edge off by at least 50%. I felt a lot calmer and more relaxed.” – Nancy W
“RedoxMood left me feeling calmer and more relaxed in the evenings. I also slept so deeply, experiencing very
vivid dreams that I could actually remember.” – Jim G
“RedoxMood gives me a strong, secure feeling of a settled calm, with no anxiety. It seems to switch on that
part of my brain that makes me smile inside and out.” – Marian S
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